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Wide color Gamut
Upad III 

Wide color gamut
technology reaches
NTSC & 93,8% of 

DCI-P3 

REC 709 
Ordinary LED 

technology
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Comparison of color gamut standard among Upad III / REC 709 NTSC / DCI – P3 



Comparison of color gamut standard among Upad III & BT 2020  



Comparison of color gamut standard among Upad III & DCI-P3



HDR Technology
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Differences between SDR and HDR



Real HDR  
captured pictures
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Image Booster3



Color Management: Switch the color gamut of the screen between multiple gamuts to enable more precise colors on 

the screen. 

Precise Grayscale: Individually correct the 65,536 levels of grayscale (16 bits) of the driver IC to fix the display 

problems at low grayscale conditions, such as brightness spikes, brightness dips, color cast and mottling. This function 

can also better assist other display technologies, such as 22 bits+ and individual Gamma adjustment for RGB, allowing 

for a smoother and uniform image. 

22 bits+: Improve the LED display grayscale by 64 times to avoid grayscale loss due to low brightness and allow for 

more details in dark areas and a smoother image. 

The Image Booster Engine has the following 3 functions which 
improve the display effect (the actual effect depends on the 
driver IC) from different dimensions.



Color management technology

By using A8s/A10s receiving cards and the color 

management module of the software, the color 

management technology can perform automatic 

capturing, calibration, and verification. It can adjust the 

color gamut to match with the gamut of the picture or 

video source, eventually erasing the color difference 

and reproduce the natural colors.



22 Bit+ Technology

By using A8s/A10s Plus receiving cards, this 22 bits+ technology increases grayscale levels by 6 bits, which 

is 64 times more. It erases merging on grayscale, makes it smoother, and bring better details to the image.



Greyscale
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Precise Greyscale Technology

NovaStar precise grayscale technology implements level-by-level 

measurement on 16 bits (65536 levels) grayscale of the driver IC. 

By utilizing the software algorithm, it can achieve level-by-level 

calibration, bring smoother transitions, improve quality on the low-

grayscale display.



High Grayscale



HDR Technology

- Support 10 bits video 

- 1000 cd/m²

- Wide Color Gamut- 93,8%    

DCI-P3

- NovaStar LED controller / 

receiving card (Model: UHD pro 

jr/A8s) has passed the HDR 

display test in Saixi Laboratory of 

China Electronics Standardization 

Institute. All test items meet the 

requirement of HDR display 

technology
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